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Abstract
High-frequency regions like edges compromise the image denoising performance. In traditional hand-crafted systems, image edges/textures were regularly used to restore
the frequencies in these regions. However, this practice
seems to be left forgotten in the deep learning era. In this
paper, we revisit this idea of using the image gradient and
introduce the GradNet. Our major contribution is fusing the
image gradient in the network. Specifically, the image gradient is computed from the denoised network input and is
subsequently concatenated with the feature maps extracted
from the shallow layers. In this step, we argue that image
gradient shares intrinsically similar nature with features
from the shallow layers, and thus that our fusion strategy
is superior. One minor contribution in this work is proposing a gradient consistency regularization, which enforces
the gradient difference of the denoised image and the clean
ground-truth to be minimized. Putting the two techniques
together, the proposed GradNet allows us to achieve competitive denoising accuracy on three synthetic datasets and
three real-world datasets. We show through ablation studies that the two techniques are indispensable. Moreover, we
verify that our system is particularly capable of removing
noise from textured regions.

1. Introduction
This paper studies the image denoising problem, which
is a basic low-level image processing task that aims to recover a clean image x from its noisy observation y. Usually
the additive noise model y = x + n is assumed, where n
is the noise. The noise generation process is highly complicated and non-trivial to model, thus making this task challenging. Traditional methods in this community use geometric features of clean images or the noise, such as low
rank [18], sparse coding [16, 15], self-similarity [33]. The
problem is that these methods may smooth the edge and
texture details. In fact, these image details are somehow
similar to the noise in that they both encode high frequency
(rapid pixel changes). For this problem, many edge and texture preserving denoising methods were proposed in earlier
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Figure 1: Illustration of our motivation. Given (a) the noisy
image, we show the denoising outcome of the bounding box
region using DnCNN [40] and GradNet on the top row of (b)
and (c), respectively and (d) is the ground truth Gaussian
noise. The bottom row of (b) and (c) show the removed
noise by DnCNN and GradNet, respectively. While (d) is
pure Gaussian noise, we observe the noise in (b) contains
some high-frequency residuals of the skirt and arm regions.
The contrast is artificially enhanced here for better visualization. This motivates us to fuse image gradient such that
the noise in (c) contains much fewer high-frequency residuals, thus better preserving the edge and texture details in the
denoised image.
years. Based on the observation that natural image gradients
exhibit a heavy-tailed distribution, gradient-based priors are
widely used in traditional model-based methods [44]. They
usually use a statistical model to estimate image gradient
distributions of clean images. However, these methods are
compromised by the limitation of the statistical models and
the difficulty in image gradient estimation.
Although deep learning methods achieve superior denoising accuracy [40] [27] [19] [11], we (and several other
works [41] [13] [31]) find it difficult for the network to restore edges and fine-scaled textures. An example is shown
in Fig. 1 (c), where we observe the shape of the arm and
skirt remaining in the estimated noise. That is, pixels in
these highly textured regions are treated as noise by the network. As such, we leverage the idea of image gradient from
the early days to the deep network, so as to explicitly let
edge/texture be differentiated from the noise.
In spite of seemingly straightforward, it is non-trivial to

find an effective way of adopting the image gradient for denoising. To our knowledge, there are very few deep learning
works adopting this idea. The first consideration is where
in the network we should insert the image gradient. In fact,
features represented by the image gradient are of roughly
the same significance of those extracted by early layers, and
hence directly adding it to the input may not be optimal.
Furthermore, late fusion might be even worse, because the
network does not have the chance to learn effective representations of the image gradient.
The second consideration is how to acquire the gradient
of a clean image . In fact, we can compute image gradients
from clean images during training, but cannot obtain such
clean gradients in testing. Without deliberate design, testing
with noisy image gradients fused would significantly compromise the system.
In the attempt to incorporate image gradient in deep denoising networks, this paper introduces GradNet that takes
into account the above considerations and allows us to better preserve the high-frequency texture and edges in the denoised image. Two main solutions are proposed in GradNet.
First, we fuse image gradient in the shallow network layers
instead of the image-level early fusion or late fusion. According to Zeiler and Fergus [39], filters in the shallow layers are sensitive to low-level visual stimulus such as edges
and textures. Therefore, the output feature maps from shallow layers share similar physical meanings with the image
gradient, which serves as a solid theoretical foundation validating our fusion strategy. Second, we use a denoising
method to obtain the approximate clean image first and use
this denoised image to replace the ground truth image. A
gradient consistency loss is proposed as a supplementary. It
aims to minimize the difference of image gradient between
a denoised image and its possible ground truth clean image,
and is used as a regularization of the main task L1 or L2
loss. We conduct experiment on a wide range of datasets
from synthetic benchmarks to real ones. With GradNet, we
report very competitive denoising accuracy compared with
the state-of-the-art under an efficient model size.

2. Related Work
Traditional denoising methods with edge and texture
preserving properties. Typically, image denoising techniques smooth the noise but also blur important features like
edges and corners. Many edge-preserving image denoising
methods [20, 30, 38] are introduced after Jain & Tyagi [22]
highlighted the importance of edges in a survey. Some of
them employed image gradient. Zuo et al. [44] enforce the
gradient distribution of the denoised image to be close to the
estimated gradient distribution of the original image. Komander et al. [23] use a variational method to form an optimization problem that aims to denoise the gradient of the
noisy image. With this denoised gradient, they minimize its

difference with the gradient of the denoised image.
Our method is different from these traditional algorithms
not only in terms of using a CNN but also the mechanism
employed to incorporate the gradient information. For example, the traditional methods either rely on geometric features of images or employ statistical models of the image
gradient. Furthermore, to solve the problem, an optimization scheme is utilized with various priors as penalties or
constraints. However, our method learns these patterns implicitly without using any explicit formulation. Similarly,
the traditional methods only proved to be effective on synthetic datasets with AWGN, while recent studies show that
although the methods targeting AWGN works on synthetic
data, their generalization ability in real-world noisy images
are limited [41, 19]. Moreover, most of the traditional algorithms require noise as input and various hard thresholds to
counter different types of noise levels. On the contrary, our
method neither requires noise level nor any hard threshold,
and to further demonstrate the effectiveness of GradNet, we
train and test on a wide range of synthetic and real noisy
datasets and achieve competitive denoising accuracy.
Deep learning for denoising. The research trend of
CNN based denoising in recent years can be roughly summarized into three streams. Firstly, proposing new realnoise datasets composing of noisy and ground-truth image
pairs for evaluation [32] [10] [36] [1] [8] . Secondly, adjusting previous state-of-the-art denoising methods that worked
for synthetic noise to real noise datasets while considering
the gap between these two noise types [41] [19]. Lastly,
modeling real noise with more complicated distributions
and designing new network architectures [7] [11].
However, few attempts are made to incorporate edges
and textures in CNN denoising. Recently, a deep convolutional neural network with edge feature (DCEF) for AWGN
denoising is presented in [13]. They use Canny edge detector [9] to extract the edges of a noisy image and add the
edge map into the noisy image as input. The performance
of [13] is only tested on synthetic noisy images while the
capacity is limited on real noisy images as the edges are
used as an input rather than as features. Pandey et al. [31]
utilized the ℓ2 loss between edges of clean images and the
denoised images got by Canny operator as a regularization.
In this paper, we employ image gradient to extract edge and
texture information and explore novel techniques to embed
the image gradient into denoising network.

3. Proof of Concept
3.1. Image Gradient Revisit
The image gradient measures the change in pixel intensity on a given direction of an image. By computing the image gradient, we obtain the texture and edge information in
an image. There exist some widely used filters to calculate
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Figure 2: Network variants regarding the fusion of the image gradient. We concatenate the image gradient to (1) the noisy
input image, (2) the 64-channel feature maps extracted from the 1st convolutional layer, or (3) the (64+64)-channel feature
map obtained after the second last convolutional layer. In (4), we use the image gradient as the weight of the loss in each
pixel. The structures (1), (2), (3), and (4) are termed as GradNet-I, GradNet-II, GradNet-III, and GradNet-IV, respectively.
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Figure 3: Comparison of different networks under two noise
levels and two datasets. GradNet-I and GradNet-II (structure defined in Fig. 2) improve the PSNR over BM3D and
SKDnCNN under all settings. The PSNR of GradNet-II is
higher than GradNet-I by 1dB and 0.64dB on the synthetic
NYUv2 and the real SIDD datasets, respectively. We clear
observe GradNet-II has the best denoising performance.
the image gradient, such as Sobel filter [34], Scharr, Prewitt,
and Roberts. This paper uses the Sobel filter, composed of
a horizontal filter SH and a vertical filter SV defined below,




−1 0 +1
−1 −2 +1
0
0  . (1)
SH = −2 0 +2 , SV =  0
−1 0 +1
+1 +2 +1
We calculate the convolution between SH or SV and the
image x to obtain the horizontal gradient GH and vertical
gradient GV , respectively. This process can be written as,
GH (x) = SH ∗ x, GV (x) = SV ∗ x,

(2)

where ∗ denotes the convolution operator. We then calculate
the image gradient G(x) by,
p
G(x) = GH (x)2 + GV (x)2 ,
(3)
where the square and square root are element-wise operations on matrix.

Four different architectures for image gradient fusion. We investigate whether fusing image gradient in the
network can facilitate denoising. Specifically, we use the
Sobel filter to extract image gradient from clean images.
We then fuse the resulting image gradient to different layers of a vanilla denoising network, i.e., DnCNN with a
global skip connection, denoted as SKDnCNN, to learn image denoising. We try four different architectures, GradNetI, GradNet-II, GradNet-III, and GradNet-IV: the first three
are based on the location of image gradient fusion; the last
one uses the image gradient to weight each pixel in the ℓ1
loss function. The architectures are shown in Fig. 2.
We conduct proof-of-concept experiment using image
gradient from clean images. The networks are trained on
the NYUv2 [29] or SIDD [1] datasets. For NYUv2, we add
σ = 15 and σ = 50 additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
to generate synthetic data. For SIDD, the real noise dataset,
we report the results on the validation set. From Fig. 3, the
following observations are made.
GradNet-II is the most effective. In all three datasets,
GradNet-II achieves the highest PSNR. Comparing with
GradNet-I, GradNet-II is higher by +1.13dB, +1.61dB, and
+0.64dB on the NYUv2 dataset with σ = 15 and 50, and
on the SIDD dataset, respectively. It verifies our assumption that the fusion of first-order derivative information of
an image contributes significantly to the performance.
GradNet-I is the second best. Although lower than
GradNet-II, GradNet-I improves by +3.76dB, +4.77dB,
+1.35dB on NYUv2 for σ = 15 and 50 while on SIDD
comparing with the highest PSNR by the other four methods. These are also significant improvements and it suggests that concatenating a clean image gradient to the noisy
image can boost the denoising capacity of the network, despite being not the most effective approach.
GradNet-III and GradNet-IV are similar to BM3D
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Figure 4: The network structure of GradNet. In the top branch, we obtain a denoised image using a naive denoise block and
then calculate its image gradient by the Sobel filter. In the main branch, the feature extraction layer computes F -channel
features from the C-channel input image. After concatenation with the image gradient, the (F + C)-channel features are
passed to the denoise block. The reconstruction layer projects the (F + C)-channel feature maps to a C-channel image.
Besides, the main branch also has a skip connection. Note that the F -channel feature maps mainly encode edge/texture
characteristics, which are reiterated by the explicitly calculated image gradient to be preserved after denoising.
and DnCNN. The difference between GradNet-III and
BM3D, as well as SKDnCNN, is no more than ±0.15dB
on NYUv2. GradNet-IV is slightly lower than SKDnCNN
on the three mentioned datasets. It indicates that fusing
image gradient in the last layers essentially offers no difference. The network can not obtain sufficient information
while employing the gradient in this fashion.

4. Proposed GradNet
GradNet includes the main denoising branch (backbone),
a gradient extraction branch, and a gradient consistency loss
(Fig. 4). We describe the three components below.

4.1. Backbone Architecture
The backbone has three blocks, i.e., feature extraction,
denoise, and reconstruction, which are similar to typical
CNN based denoising methods [5]. Additionally, a long
skip connection is used to add the input noisy image to the
output of the network. It helps the network to learn the
sparse noise and contributes to faster convergence.
Feature extraction block. The feature extraction layer
is composed of a convolutional layer followed by ReLU to
extract multi-channel features from the input noisy image.
Denoise block. We implement a multiple skip connection residual network (MSKResnet) as the denoise block.
Its structure is shown in Fig. 5. MSKResnet cascades several residual modules with a long skip connection to pass
the shallower layers features forward. Each of the residual modules contains several residual units with short skip
connection (abbreviated as ResUnit), a medium skip connection, and an attention module. These multiple skip connections help to preserve image details for reconstruction.
We further add an Squeeze-and-Excitation block [21] as
the attention module after the concatenated feature maps
to enforce the network to focus on important features. In

this module, we use an average pooling layer to extract the
global information for each channel of the feature maps.
Then, a shrinkage convolution layer is to learn the dependency between channels. To separate different channel features, we also employ a convolutional layer to upsample the
features. Since the output after these operations contains
both spatial and channel attention information, we multiply
it to the input for refining the feature.
The reconstruction layer is a convolutional layer
changing multi-channel feature maps to images.

4.2. Image Gradient Fusion
The major contribution of this paper is fusing the image gradient in the network, the motivation of which has
been sufficiently demonstrated in the proof-of-concept experiment (Section 3.2). This fusion consists of two parts:
where in the network to add the image gradient and how to
acquire the clean image gradient.
According to the experiment in Section 3.2, the location
of GradNet-II in our architecture boosts the denoising accuracy the most. So we propose to fuse the image gradient
in the shallow layer of the network at the same location
with GradNet-II. However, the clean image gradients are
unavailable during testing; some of our attempts show that
if we simply train with the clean gradient but test with the
noisy gradient, the denoising results will be severely degraded. So, instead, we obtain an approximation of the
clean image gradients for training. We use a denoising
method to obtain the approximate clean image first and
fusing its gradient in the network. This is illustrated as
the top branch in Fig. 4. The denoising method in the mentioned branch can be different from the method used in the
main branch. To distinguish them, we call it naive denoise
block here. It could be traditional methods (e.g. BM3D), or
CNN based methods (e.g. DnCNN). A good naive denoised
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Figure 5: Structure of the multiple skip connection Resnet (MSKResnet). This structure contains N residual modules Mi , i =
1, ..., N . Each module has m ResUnits and an attention module [5]. ResUnit is the basic two convolutional block with a
short skip connection added before activation ReLU. The attention module consists of an average pooling layer, a shrinkage
convolution layer followed by ReLU, and a reconstruction convolution layer with Sigmoid as the activation function. The size
of the feature maps is reduced from C × H × W to C × 1 × 1 after the average pooling layer. The shrinkage convolution
layer downsamples the channels from C to C2 . The reconstruction convolution layer upsamples the features from C2 × 1 × 1
to C × 1 × 1 to separate different channel features.
result will definitely improve the performance of GradNet.
Discussions. One might argue that this fusion strategy is
trivial, as it looks as merely as a combination of the image
gradient with the feature maps in the backbone architecture.
However, as indicated in Section 3.2, the performance of
fusing with different layers varies significantly. To allow
effective fusion, we need to consider the nature of the image gradient: it is in a spirit similar to the output feature
maps of the early neural network layers, where the convolutional filters respond specifically to low-level stimuli like
edges. Therefore, by fusing the image gradient in the shallow layers, we are concatenating it with its peers that are
homogeneous in their physical meaning.
Similarly, one might also doubt the effectiveness of fusing the approximate clean image gradient, which is different from fusing a clean one. Actually, the denoising accuracy with a clean image gradient fused is the upper bound
of our capacity. We also add the gradients of noisy images directly to the same position as GradNet-II and get
PSNR=36.34, 30.26, and 37.21 for NYUv2 with σ = 15
and σ = 50 and SIDD separately. These results are the
lower bound of GradNet. However, compared with the results of SKDnCNN reported in Figure 3, these results are
still no less than (even a little bit higher than) SKDnCNN
without adding image gradient. The results with approximate clean image gradient fused will lie between the lower
bound and upper bound, which will definitely achieve improvements. Besides, the better the naive denoise performs,
the closer approximate gradient to the clean one, and the
higher the denoising results can get. Although we can not
achieve as high performance as fusing the clean image gradient, this fusion branch still contributes to reserving edge
and texture details while denoising. Our reason is as follows. In denoising tasks, the corrupted input images degrade the features obtained by shallow layers. Adding an
approximate clean image gradient explicitly to these features strengthen the edge and texture information exposed
to the network, which helps to restore image details.

4.3. Objective Function
Assume the input-output training pairs of our network
are {xi , yi }N
i=1 which are related to each other through
yi = xi + ni . xi is the clean image and yi is the corresponding noisy image. Let x̂i to be the naive denoised
fi to be the output of our network. We use the ℓ1
image and x
loss as the objective of the backbone network, GradNet(·),
N
1 X
||GradNet(yi , G(x̂i )) − yi ||1 ,
Lp =
N i=1

(4)

where Lp is the pixel loss and G(·) is the gradient filter we
mentioned before.
Gradient Consistency loss. Our minor contribution is
introducing the gradient consistency loss. We compute the
first-order derivatives and employ them as a regularizer,
which penalizes the incorrect estimation of the image gradients. Utilizing this regularizer in naive denoising helps to
estimate a better approximate image gradient. Furthermore,
the mentioned regularization also boosts the denoising accuracy of the main denoise branch via enforcing the semantic attributes in the denoised image, hence forcing it to be as
close as possible to the ground-truth. This regularization is
denoted in our formulation as Lg and computed as,
Lg (e
xi ) = ||GH (e
xi ) − GH (xi )||1
+ ||GV (e
xi ) − GV (xi )||1 .

(5)

The overall objective function of our network is,
L = Lp + λ ∗ Lg (e
xi ),

(6)

where λ is the weight of our gradient consistency loss. The
impact of this hyperparameter on the system will be demonstrated in Section 5.2.

Method
σ=
CBM3D [24]
CDnCNN [40] [41]
FFDNet [41]
MSKResnet (Ours)
GradNet (Ours)

CBSD68
25
30.69
31.33
31.21
31.26
31.39

15
33.50
33.89
33.87
34.01
34.07

50
27.37
27.97
27.96
28.06
28.12

15
34.28
34.48
34.63
34.65
34.85

Kodak24
25
31.68
32.03
32.13
32.07
32.35

50
28.46
28.85
28.98
28.99
29.23

15
34.06
33.44
34.66
34.65
34.81

McMaster
25
31.66
31.51
32.35
32.22
32.45

50
28.51
28.61
29.18
29.12
29.39

Table 1: Comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches on three synthetic datasets with AWGN. Our backbone MSKResnet
is competitive comparing with FFDNet. With image gradient fused, GradNet reports further improvements.
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Figure 6: The impact of λ (Eq. 6) on the denoising accuracy
(PSNR). We show the results obtained by two GradNets,
built on MSKResNet and SKDnCNN, respectively (solid
lines). We also provide the baseline results of MSKResNet and SKDnCNN (dashed lines) for reference. From the
results, we set λ = 0.1 in our experiment.

5. Experiment
5.1. Experimental settings
Train/test datasets. This paper evaluates the noisy images synthetically corrupted by spatially invariant AWGN.
In training, we use 900 images from DIV2K [2] and 432
images from BSD [28], resulting in 1,332 training images.
In each training epoch, we randomly crop four 80 × 80
patches from each training image and apply data augmentation, including rotations of 90/180/270 degrees, as well as
flipping horizontally or vertically. We test our model on the
CBSD68 [28], Kodak24 [17], and McMaster [42] datasets.
The real-world noise is more complicated than AWGN,
such as being spatially variant (non-Gaussian), signaldependent, and varying with different camera equipment.
We also evaluate our method on three real-world datasets,
i.e., DnD [32], SIDD [1] and RNI15 [25]. Since the test
sets are diverse and complicated, we combine training images from different datasets as our training set to increase
the diversity of noise, edge, and texture details. Specifically, we randomly generate a training set containing 2,000
images of size 512 × 512 from three real noise datasets, i.e.
SIDD [1], PolyU [36] and Renoir [4]. They are randomly
cropped into 80 × 80 patches during training.
Training details. We choose DnCNN as the naive de-

noise method and MSKResNet with four residual modules
as the main denoise block. Each residual module consists of
four ResUnits. The training loss for both pre-trained naive
denoise block and the main denoise structure is ℓ1 loss with
gradient loss as regularization. Adam, with default parameters, is employed as the optimizer. The learning rate is
initialized as 10−3 and decays to 2 × 10−4 after 60 epochs.
When the average PSNR of the validation set stops improving for 20 epochs, the learning rate reduces to a fifth of itself. The training process terminates when the learning rate
decays to less than 10−6 .

5.2. Evaluation
Parameter analysis. We evaluate the impact of hyperparameter λ of the objective funtion on GradNets with
SKDnCNN and MSKResnet as the main denoise block separately. The results are shown in Fig. 6. λ = 0 represents the
results obtained without gradient consistency loss. In both
backbones, the results are boosted when λ is in [0.1, 1.1]
and achieves a peak at 0.1. This is due to the gradient consistency loss is usually one order higher than the main ℓ1
loss in our experiment. For a large λ, the gradient loss dominates in the objective function. However, we aim to restore
the original clean image. A more accurate estimation of its
first-order derivative is not necessarily lead to this. We still
hope the ℓ1 loss dominates. On the other hand, a smaller λ
may compromise the regularization of gradient consistency
loss. So far, λ = 0.1 is an appropriate parameter we have
ever tried, and we apply it in our experiment.
Quantitative results. The comparisons of removing
AWGN are shown in Table 1. The backbone MSKResnet
reports competitive results on CBSD68 but a bit lower than
FFDNet on Kodak24 and McMaster. GradNet outperforms
the other three methods consistently on these three datasets.
In CBSD68, we improve +0.18dB, +0.06dB, +0.15dB compared with CDnCNN on the three noise levels (σ = 15, σ =
25, σ = 50). On Kodak24, GradNet achieves more than
+0.22dB higher than FFDNet. We also obtain an increase
between 0.1dB-0.21dB on McMaster.
The results of DnD [32] and SIDD [1] are listed in Table 2. MSKResnet achieves competitive performance on
SIDD. Based on it, GradNet further improved 0.2dB on
both datasets. Especially, we improves 4dB comparing with

Backbone

Image Grad.

SKDnCNN
Clean

BM3D 24.32dB

DnCNN 24.82dB

MSKResnet

Noisy 𝜎 = 50

FFDNet 24.88dB GradNet 25.02dB

(a) An example of textured region denoisng from CBSD68 [28].

SKDnCNN
CBDNet

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

PSNR
30.0950
30.1545
30.2084
30.3862
29.8449
29.9742
30.4833
30.5885

Table 3: Evaluation of the benefit of image gradient fusion
and gradient loss. Xmeans that the gradient loss or the image gradient fusion is integrated into the network.
Naive Denoise Block

Noisy

Grad. Loss

MSKResnet

Main Denoise Block
–
MSKResent
–
MSKResent

PSNR
30.0950
30.7096
29.8449
30.5919

Table 4: Evaluation of the effect of naive denoise block.

FFDNet

GradNet

(b) An example of smooth region denoising from RNI15 [25].

Figure 7: Visual examples of denoising results on (a) a textured region and (b) a smooth region. In (a), PSNR produced by GradNet is 0.14dB higher than the state-of-art
FFDNet. Particularly, GradNet preserves much finer scaled
textures on the statue while the other three methods smooth
out the details. In (b), the GradNet removes the noise clearly
without generating artifacts. Notably the shade in the original image is reserved well at the same time, indicating that
GradNet does not simply smooth out the pixels.
Method
DnCNN [40]
TNRD [12]
FFDNet [41]
BM3D [14]
NI
NC [26]
KSVD [3]
TWSC [37]
CBDNet [19]
CIMM [6]
MLDN
RIDNet [5]
PRIDNet [43]
DRDN [35]
DeepProxies BM3D
MSKResnet (ours)
GradNet (ours)

DnD
PSNR
32.43
33.65
34.40
34.51
35.11
35.43
36.49
37.96
38.06
39.20
39.23
39.26
39.42
39.43
–
39.25
39.44

SSIM
0.7900
0.8306
0.8474
0.8507
0.8778
0.8841
0.8978
0.9416
0.9421
0.9524
0.9516
0.9528
0.9528
0.9531
–
0.9534
0.9543

SIDD
PSNR
SSIM
23.66
0.583
24.73
0.643
–
–
25.65
0.685
–
–
–
–
26.88
0.842
–
–
33.28
0.868
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
34.34
0.911
38.10
0.946
38.34
0.946

Table 2: Comparisons on the real noise datasets.
the published state-of-art DeepProxies BM3D on SIDD. For
DnD, although GradNet only has a slight advantage over
DRDN [35] measured by PSNR, we obtain higher accuracy
measured by SSIM. This measurement for structure simi-

larity illustrates our superiority in preserving the detailed
structures. On the other hand, the parameter numbers of the
GradNet we use is 1.6 × 106 , which is much smaller than
the other competitive methods, like DRDN (5.9 × 106 parameters, about 3.3 times of ours) and PRIDNet (7.4 × 106
parameters, about 4.1 times of ours). We achieve competitive results in a cost-effective way.
Qualitative performance. We visually compare our
method with others on a synthetic noise example and a real
world noise example in Fig. 7. In the examples, our method
preserves fine-scale textured and smooth regions better than
other competitive methods.

5.3. Ablation study
In this part, we study the effect of image gradient and
gradient loss. We trained two basic architectures, i.e. SKDnCNN and MSKResnet, on the synthetic training set mentioned earlier with σ = 50 AWGN. Each of the models is
trained 30 epochs with patch size 80 × 80. The learning
rate is initialized as 10−3 and decayed to 2 × 10−4 after 20
epochs. The results are illustrated in Table 3. Training with
gradient loss as regularization (λ = 0.1) improves 0.06dB
on SKDnCNN and 0.13dB on MSKResnet. In addition,
adding an image gradient module to these two structures
promotes 0.11dB and 0.64dB separately. Overall, employing both gradient loss and gradient module yields improvements of 0.29dB and 0.74dB.
We also study the influence of naive denoise blocks. We
compare the results of different naive denoise blocks (SKDnCNN and MSKResnet) and the same main denoise block
(MSKResnet). Both models are also trained for 30 epochs
with the same training strategy mentioned above. The results are reported in Table 4. With a higher naive denoise
result by SKDnCNN (0.25dB higher than MSKResnet), the

PSNR (dB)

45

Textured Regions

Figure 8: Illustration of selecting smooth/textured regions(Section 5.4). For the image on the left, we use
white lines to delineate its textured regions on the right. Its
smooth regions are masked with a transparent gray channel.
corresponding GradNet gets a higher final denoise accuracy
(0.12dB higher than the other). The results are consistent
with our inference in a proof-of-concept that the higher the
naive denoise block gets, the better the final denoise result.

5.4. Working Mechanism Analysis
We further study the models obtained in Section 5.3 on
MSKResnet. For each image in the test set of NYUv2, we
use a threshold to divide it into smooth regions and textured
regions. Then we calculate the PSNR in these two regions
to examine the variation of the performance of GradNet.
In our experiment, the values of the gradient in each pixel
of normalized images (pixel values ∈ [0, 1]) are between [0,
4.5]. We set a threshold ǫ manually in this range for the division. That is, when a pixel value of a clean image gradient
is above ǫ, we merge this pixel with the other eight pixels
around it to form a textured region. The textured regions acquired in this way consists of several disconnected regions,
while the remaining pixels are grouped into smooth regions,
as shown in Fig. 8. Different thresholds, ǫ = 0.5, 1, 1.5, and
2, are tried in our experiment to obtain different divisions
of regions. The higher ǫ is, the less smooth details are contained in textured regions i.e. the proportion of edges and
textures increases. From the results illustrated in Fig. 9, the
following observations can be implied.
Textured regions are more challenging than smooth
regions. In Fig. 9a, with an increase of ǫ, the trend of PSNR
in smooth regions is upward, while it goes down in textured regions. This illustrates that the denoising accuracy
of both methods in textured regions is significantly worse
than smoother regions, illustrating that restoring texture regions is a more challenging task.
GradNet outperforms vanilla MSKResnet in both
textured and smooth regions. Under different region divisions, the performance of GradNet is consistently above
the performance of vanilla MSKResnet. This represents the
superiority of GraNet in both dealing with smooth and challenging regions.
GradNet improves more remarkably in textured regions than smooth regions. The improvement of GradNet
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Figure 9: GradNet in smooth vs. textured regions. ǫ controls the magnitude of the image gradient in the textured
regions. A larger ǫ means that textured regions have a more
significant image gradient. In the first graph, we compare
GradNet and its baseline, MSKResnet, in their denoising
accuracy in the two types of regions. In the bottom bar
plot, we show the PSNR improvement of GradNet over
MSKResnet in textured (red) and smooth (blue) regions.
GradNet brings about a more significant improvement in
textured regions than in smooth regions.
in smooth and textured regions are plotted in Fig. 9b. The
bars which represent the improvement in texture regions
are consistently higher than the improvement in smooth regions. This confirms that adding an image gradient contributes to the restoration of edges and textures.

6. Conclusions
This paper introduces GradNet that preserves the highfrequency textures and edges when denoising. Our main
contribution is to fuse the image gradient in the shallow
layer features. The four architectures in concept proof validate the effectiveness of this fusion. We also propose a gradient consistency regularizer as a supplementary of GradNet. This regularizer minimizes the difference between the
gradient of the denoised image and the corresponding clean
image gradient. Experiment on 3 synthetic datasets and 3
real datasets demonstrates the competitive denoising accuracy of GradNet. Importantly, we verify that GradNet is
more advantageous in removing noise from textured regions
than smooth regions, hence validating our hypothesis.
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